
 
 
“LET GO OF THE OUTCOME, AND YOU’LL INCREASE YOUR INCOME” Understanding and 
applying that the conversations you have with potential new partners is all about them, is the key 
essence in solving problems versus selling.  Letting go of your own needs, and letting the needs of 
the person you’re talking with develop, without you getting in the way, is a skill that will increase your 
ability to enroll tenfold!  It will also fold over into your personal relationships as well!  

What you can expect from this session: 

“Finding Your Focus, Cauterize the Worrywart in You, Learning to Time Out, Roll Play-Call 
Reluctance is Chop Suey, Honesty Will Make You Wealthy,” 

 

Have you ever experienced in your life when you feel  
like you aren’t doing as well as you have hoped or compared  
to your peers? 

Have there been times when self-doubt will be so suffocating that you  
would rather sit still in one place rather than make a wrong move? 

Have you ever experienced how hard it is to manifest your dreams when all you can think of is curling 
under your sheets and sleeping off the bad vibes? 

So if you have ever experienced any of these feelings-your normal, and that’s why we’re here to 
discuss is, that feeling like a failure will  
actually help you in making your dreams come true. 

Think about that for a minute please. 

Even the most successful people; people you hear about and have read about in the GoDésana 
opportunity have gone through multiple failures in their lifetime.  And it is in these failures that they 
learned from, they found the right formula (their formula) for their own success.  

Without the experience of falling down, they might never have known the right  
way for them to climb up. So isn’t it logical you can master your right way when you practice-practice-
practice and apply like these people did? 

Here are 2 methods on how you can help yourself  
keeping focused on your goals. 

CAUTERIZE THE WORRY-WART IN YOU 



Most people are worried 24/7.  Whether it is a consequence of  
something, they have done in the past or the dread of what will  
happen in the future. 

These kinds of thoughts can be debilitating. 

The past has already happened, and your present is about  
learning from that and applying it for a better future.  There  
really is no point in worrying about what has already happened  
and what hasn’t happened yet. 

It will only rob you of enjoying what you have now. 

Our minds are so strong that they can make us believe anything.   
If we keep on thinking about the things that can go wrong, then  
most often than not, those thoughts will come true. 

Even the well-known law of attraction uses the same principle, but in the positive  
context. 

If you think positive, the positive will come.  You will be able to  
attract wealth, love, friendships and the like.  Use the power of  
the mind to manifest your dreams, not your fears. 

LEARN TO TUNE OUT: 

When you find yourself entertaining these negative thoughts, you can help yourself by actively, 
consciously; divert your attention somewhere else. 

It helps to visualize your brain as a gadget that can be turned on  
and off, or at the very least, one whose frequency can be changed  
like that of a radio or a television. 

Discover what kinds of thoughts trigger the panic or anxiety in you.  (Story about thousands of files 
that teach) 

Children, spouse, illness, money, work, constant interruptions can be put on hold.  And to counter 
this, you can think of an object, a person,  
or a place that can soothe you when the panic comes. ( Bob, Nohemi) 

Visual people usually have a good method of combating scary  
thoughts because they know what it is that they need to picture  
right away. 

If you are not particularly visual, let us say you are auditory, have  
your peaceful go-to song on speed dial.  

If you are more of a feeler  
type of person, it’s good to imagine a soothing scenario like let’s  
say a beach or the forest. 



Different pictures work for different people. Do not be boxed in a  
certain type. 

What matters is that your method works for you. As you can now tune out, cauterize being a 
worrywart, and stop letting distractions hold you back from helping yourself… 

When you finish this step your objective which is talking to people every day, never selling. (details-
explain exercise to create self confidence 

As when you are, selling your enthusiasm for telling what you know can keep you from discovering 
what the other person knows.  Instead, enjoying having a conversation helping people solve their 
problems will become fun, enjoyable, building confidence and esteem. 

What will get you over yourself? Stop insisting when working your business. People will stop resisting 
as your enthusiasm can in fact be an asset that gets in your way.  You will have your own solution 
that getting over rejection is simple when you focus on the person you are talking to, making the 
conversation all about them, not about you or your goDésana opportunity.   

 Becoming a happy problem solver. 

Success in seeing how many problems you can solve for other people in a day. 

As when you solve their problems first, you are solving yours. 

Problem solving, something you are familiar with and comfortable, as a parent, spouse, as an 
entrepreneur most people are natural problem solvers.  Haven’t you been solving problems all your 
life?  How many year's experience do you have in solving problems, versus selling and telling?  

Why not use the skills you have that you are already comfortable with.  All those negative thoughts 
will eventually fade away when you stop presenting until the individual you are talking too 
acknowledged they are ready to do something about their problem and have given you permission to 
provide your solution.  WHY?  Because they have made up in their own mind what is best for them, 
and you helped them to understand and they know you understand them, which is the “key”, people 
knowing you care and serve them because you truly understand them. 

We hope you enjoyed this and it will assist you in focusing on 
who you are and where you want to be in life. 

"Manipulative questions will get the answers you want, but will they get the answers 
you need?" 
  

Conventional selling is focused on asking questions that are designed to get people 
to do the things you want them do, such as to get the sale.  Do you think people 
know and feel this?  Of course they do!  This is why the resistance to this standard 
approach, still taught in business, is so high! 
 
Problems solving is about asking the right types of questions that allow the person 
you are talking with to influence them to look at your solution with no external 
persuasion from you.  

  



 
CALL RELUCTANCE IS CHOP SUEY  

All call reluctance claims and alleged solutions like… 

1. Feel the fear and do it anyway 
2. Fight through it 
3. False Evidence Appearing Real 
4. It won’t kill you so do it 
5. Just do it 
6. Blah-blah-blah 

These are all chop suey. 

My lawnmower breaks down, got company coming over.  I go knock on my neighbor Carol’s 
door.  We’ve swapped tools before. 

“Hey Carol, be OK if I used your lawnmower?  I’ve got a cook out soon, want to get the grass cut, my 
lawnmower broke.” 

Carol says, “No, I can’t let you use it.” 

“Mind if I ask why?” 

“Yeah, I’m making chop suey.” 

“Huh?  What’s chop suey got to do with your lawnmower?” 

“What difference does it make?  One excuse is as good as another and it’s all BS anyway.” 

If we are going to make some money, we need to talk to people and call reluctance, [avoiding picking 
up the phone, re-organizing, etc., are all different forms], seems to come up repeatedly. 

Hey John sorry have to cancel our 3-ways to my prospects on Monday and Tuesday. 

Why, are you OK.? 

“My cat is getting neutered the following week and I need to get her prepared mentally.”  

Chop Suey. 

That is actually a true story and most people I’ve shared it with over the years think its nuts…and 
don’t think their reasons are nuts for not picking up the phone. 

It’s ALL, as in ALL, Chop suey 

Let’s fix that right now… 

“There's no quick fix or pill for prosperity.  WHY-You WILL BENEFIT TO be open to what you need to 
do to change from what's not working for you.”  



This is applicable for sponsors as leaders more than the down line.  As when you change, your down 
line will learn from you. 

HONESTY WILL MAKE YOU WEALTHY 

Just commit to this stupid easy thing for 30 days. 

The hidden gem, of course, it that it takes about 21 days to develop and establish habit. 

The habit of name consciousness and the habit of talking to people every day. 

In you and in your teammates. 

This business isn’t that complicated. 

1. Contact people, have a conversation, see if a problem comes up you have a solution. 
2. Find out the depth, feeling of the problem, do they want to do something about the problem, 

willing to change?  
3. Collect a decision, acknowledgment they are open to their options and gave you permission to 

let you discuss solutions. 
4. The ones, who join, show them how to do those 3 things. 

The trigger, of course, is those 2 tiny habits. 

Here is the how to! 

5 problem-solving conversations on Monday?  You still got to get 2 on Tuesday 

Talk to 5 on Wednesday?  Great.  Thursday is a new day.  Hit those 2 numbers every day. 

Knowledge does not apply itself 

It will change everything. 

And, if you really want to get all this done and live in your dream, master these 2 skills. 

Start off the calls/conversations “all about them”.  

Find out if they have a problem ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 

So, are you in or are you serving chop suey? 

Just commit… solving people’s problems 

 

“IT’S NOT CIRCUMSTANCE BUT CHOICE THAT DETERMINES YOUR PRESENT AND YOUR 
FUTURE"  



“How you choose to think and how you choose to do things is what determines your present 
circumstances and your future.  It’s not anyone else’s fault, things might not be working out for 
you.  Your boss, spouse, children, people you know, the institutions around us are not to blame for 
your present circumstances.  If there is conflict with any of these entities, it’s because you chose 
it.  And if it continues, it’s because you choose it to continue.  “Most people do not see the world as it 
is.  They see it as they are”  JM 




